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Recently there has been a number of notable 
articles
discussing the role of “ethnic capital” in
many minority groups, especially among AsianAmericans, where economists such as George
J. Borjas, eloquently 
describes
such concept as “the extent to which ethnic skill differentials are
transmitted across generations….” The role of socalled ethnic capital is often attributed to the
economic vitality and success of particular a
reas
in the United States, such as Koreatown in Los
Angeles, Little Saigon in Orange County, and various Chinatowns, now prevalent throughout the
country. Ethnic capital according to many economists is the basis for the Vietnamese
community’s success with respect to nail salons, the Korean community based drycleaning
businesses, and to some extent, the all you can eat, Chinese buffet.
Since the recession of 2008 and the demise of the housing market, many Asian American
businesses have and continue to suffer from access to working capital, loans, and other
financial based resources by which to maintain and otherwise economically develop their
particular industry or business. Such capital vacuum has lent itself to a number of both
legitimate and illegitimate financial, banking, lending, and loan based companies setting up
shop in many of these communities, specifically targeting particular Asianbased industries or
ethnic groups, largely based upon around the various social, cultural, and economic values
commonly held as part of the communities ethnic capital.
As a consequence, many AsianAmerican businesses find themselves subjected to seemingly
shadow or fringe banking lending organizations, that specifically target, market, advertise (often
directly in such ethnic groups native language), and otherwise seek financial lending
opportunities where there is a lack of proper financial disclosures, varying and floating interest
rates, exorbitant fees and startup costs, liens placed on real property (including primary
residences), and unfettered access to current and future receivables.
The primary goal for such financial or banking organizations is not to lend in the best interests of
the company seeking financing or to necessarily further the company’s business objectives, but,
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rather to exploit the company in order to maximize its profits while disregarding relevant State
and Federal banking, loan, lending, and finance based laws. It is in these situations where
predatory lending by such financial institutions intentionally applies ethnic capital in a very
subversive, adverse, and detrimental way, that in the longrun, substantially harms as opposed
to benefits such communities.
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